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1. Introduction

The judicious design of nonfullerene
acceptors (NFAs) have brought organic
solar cells (OSCs) back to the race with
other emerging photovoltaic materials for
advancing alternative techniques to harvest
more efficient solar energy.[1–5] Single-
junction OSCs containing a blend of
NFAs and donor polymers have achieved
state-of-the-art power conversion efficien-
cies (PCEs) of 18.2%.[6] The short-circuit
(SC) current JSC of NFA OSCs is well
enhanced to reach a value near
28mA cm�2 due to additional absorption
in the near-infrared spectral region of
small-molecule NFAs[4–6] and efficient free
charge generation.[7] To reach their theoret-
ical maximum efficiency, improvement in
solar cell efficiency now really relies upon
achieving higher open-circuit voltages
(VOC). In this regard, many researchers
have used the detailed balance theory to
quantify the nonradiative and radiative
voltage losses in OSCs.[8] Despite the
improvements in reducing voltage losses

in state-of-the-art low-offset OSCs, a relatively large nonradiative
recombination still remains at the heart of the loss in VOC.

[9–13]
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The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of state-of-the-art organic solar cells
is still limited by significant open-circuit voltage (VOC) losses, partly due to
the excitonic nature of organic materials and partly due to ill-designed
architectures. Thus, quantifying different contributions of the VOC losses is of
importance to enable further improvements in the performance of organic solar
cells. Herein, the spectroscopic and semiconductor device physics approaches
are combined to identify and quantify losses from surface recombination and
bulk recombination. Several state-of-the-art systems that demonstrate different
VOC losses in their performance are presented. By evaluating the quasi-Fermi
level splitting (QFLS) and the VOC as a function of the excitation fluence in
nonfullerene-based PM6:Y6, PM6:Y11, and fullerene-based PPDT2FBT:PCBM
devices with different architectures, the voltage losses due to different
recombination processes occurring in the active layers, the transport layers, and
at the interfaces are assessed. It is found that surface recombination at
interfaces in the studied solar cells is negligible, and thus, suppressing the non-
radiative recombination in the active layers is the key factor to enhance the PCE
of these devices. This study provides a universal tool to explain and further
improve the performance of recently demonstrated high-open-circuit-voltage
organic solar cells.
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Thus to achieve the full potential of NFA-based solar cells, it is
imperative to suppress all nonradiative recombination losses.
Recombination losses can occur either in the bulk [singlet
and/or triplet charge transfer (CT) states] or across the interface
of an interlayer between charges in the transport layer and
minority carriers in the absorbing layer.[14–19] As such, under-
standing the source of the different channels and contribution
to nonradiative recombination is of paramount importance.[20]

However, one of the most difficult tasks in identifying the ori-
gin behind the voltage loss in OSCs under practical operation is
the appropriate quantification of quasi-Fermi level splitting
(QFLS) in OSCs. The QFLS concept, which was originally pro-
posed by Shockley,[21] is a standard construct for describing
the operation of semiconductor electronic, optoelectronic,
and electrochemical devices. In the Shockley–Queisser theory,
the QFLS and the voltage at any light intensity are two inter-
changeable quantities, which are considered as equal to each
other. Because of the direct relationship with charge transport
processes in nanoscale junctions, there have been also intensive
ongoing efforts to explicitly measure the QFLS. The QFLS
demonstrates an internal quantity of active material, whereas
the VOC reflects an external quantity, measured at external
electrodes.[22–24] So thermodynamically, the QFLS represents
the maximum VOC a solar cell can achieve. Thus, the difference
between the VOC and the QFLS is correlated with recombina-
tion losses occurring in the charge transporting layers and at
interfaces.[25] In addition, nonradiative recombination in
bulk and at the surface of the absorbing layer leads to a devia-
tion of the QFLS from the radiative limit QFLS. In material sys-
tems where the photoluminescence (PL) mostly stems from the
recombination of free carriers, such as perovskites and GaAs,
transient PL and PL quantum yield have been exploited widely
to evaluate the QFLS in various sample architectures.[26–29]

However, these techniques when applied to OSCs are rather
challenging. The central challenge is that organic materials
are excitonic systems,[30] where upon absorption of light the
primary species that is formed is a Coulombically bound

electron–hole pair called a singlet exciton, which can decay radi-
atively to the ground state—manifested as fluorescence. Even in
the scenario of exciton dissociation, a �0.1% residual of the
exciton remains, which has a strong radiative contribution com-
pared with any other radiative events. In addition, the current
picture of the organic photovoltaic operation focuses on free
charge generation and subsequent recombination occurring
through manifold CT states formed at the interface between
electron donor and acceptor phases.[31] The decay of which
regenerates a neutral ground state, a process mostly being non-
radiative in nature,[32] as the CT states are very weakly lumines-
cent.[33] Thereby, the PL data of OSCs will not yield all the
information required and generally consist of components origi-
nating predominantly from the singlet excitons and to a much
lesser extent from the CT excitons. This is particularly the case
in low-offset donor–acceptor systems, where singlet excitons
and CT states can concurrently occur.

In this work, we use quasi-steady-state photoinduced absorp-
tion (PIA) spectroscopy to evaluate directly the QFLS based on
experimental data on carrier generation and recombination.
We study PM6:Y6, PM6:Y11, and PPDT2FBT:PCBM systems
and compare the evolution of the QFLS and the VOC of the very
same device over a range of excitation fluences. In the studied
systems, the calculated QFLS is very close to the VOC values,
which do not saturate with fluence. Thus, we exclude photoin-
duced self-heating and temperature-related effects and further-
more, we identify that the voltage losses due to recombination
across the transport layers and at the interfaces are negligible
in optimum devices. However, upon removing the transport
layers in PM6:Y6, surface recombination becomes significant
and causes a noticeable voltage loss of about 450mV. Thus,
the main voltage loss in the optimum device configuration is
caused by the radiative and nonradiative recombination in the
absorbing layer. This implies that for improving VOC in the opti-
mum PM6:Y6 device, charge carrier recombination within the
bulk has to be reduced, rather than recombination at the inter-
faces (in contrast to perovskite cells).

Figure 1. a) J–V curves of a semitransparent PM6:Y6 device measured in the dark (black curve) and under simulated AM 1.5G illumination
(red curve). b) The PIA and absorption spectra of a semitransparent PM6:Y6 device. c) The in-phase and out-of-phase components of the 1.25-eV PIA
peak of a semitransparent PM6:Y6 device under illumination equivalent to 1 sun at OC condition as a function of the modulation frequency. The solid
curves show the global fitting curves using the equation described in Supporting Information. The average lifetime of free carriers at the OC condition is
estimated to be about 5 μs.
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2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows typical J–V curves of the PM6:Y6 (semitranspar-
ent) device measured in the dark and under simulated AM1.5G
illumination. The semitransparent device exhibits an average
PCE of 14.4% (the optimum PCE is 15%) with a VOC of
0.83 V, a JSC of 23.3 mA cm�2, and a fill factor (FF) of 0.73. A
schematic of the energetics of the full device architecture and
the calculated JSC from the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectrum is shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information. To
probe the recombination dynamics we use quasi-steady-state
PIA.[34,35] We have previously demonstrated that high-sensitivity
PIA can be used to monitor the yield and the dynamics of free
carriers.[36] This technique overcomes many issues other charge
extraction techniques can encounter and as such provides a reli-
able platform for conducting recombination studies (full experi-
mental details are given in the Supporting Information). PIA and
the absorption spectra of the semitransparent PM6:Y6 device and
film, respectively are shown in Figure 1b. Two photobleaching
peaks emerge near the band-edge absorptions of PM6
(1.95 eV) and Y6 (1.45 eV), and broad PIA bands peaking at
1.25, 1.6, and 1.8 eV appear in the PIA spectrum. The excitations
responsible for the PIA peak at 1.25 eV have an average lifetime τ
of 5 μs in PM6:Y6 device at the open-circuit (OC) condition under
illumination equivalent to 1 sun (producing the same JSC under
simulated AM1.5G illumination), as shown in Figure 1c. This is
in line with reported lifetimes of charge carriers in various
organic semiconductors.[36] The PIA peaks at higher energies
have lifetimes beyond the time resolution of the measurement
system (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Moreover, given
that the 1.25-eV PIA band is still present when changing Y6
to another acceptor, namely Y11 (Figure S3, Supporting
Information), we assign this PIA band to the absorption of free
holes in PM6. Note that as the higher PIA bands
separate spectrally from the 1.25-eV PIA band and a sharp
photobleaching band emerging near the band edge of Y6 locates
between the PIA bands, the higher-energy PIA bands do not
affect the 1.25-eV PIA band’s intensity.

In order to get the QFLS, the PIA signal has to be translated to
the excess carrier concentration in the device, by first evaluating
the absorption cross section σ of the free carriers. This is
achieved by considering the PIA signal and the photocurrent
both under the SC condition (Figure S4, Supporting
Information). It should be noted that the PIA probes the average
density of the holes in the bulk of the active layer. While we
cannot make an assumption on the excess electron carrier
density, however, the extraction of the carriers has to be balanced
under steady-state conditions μensc ¼ μhpsc, where μh (μe) is
the hole (electron) mobility and psc (nsc) is the average excess
hole (electron) concentration over the device under the SC
condition (see Supporting Information for the derivation). JSC
is thus expressed in terms of the average excess hole concentra-
tion as

Jsc ¼ 2qμhpscjFj ¼ 2qμhpsc
Vbi

d
(1)

where q is the elementary charge, F is the electric field in the
device, d is the active layer thickness, and Vbi is the built-in

potential. Substituting psc ¼ PIAsc
σd into Equation (1), where PIASC

is the PIA signal under the SC condition, we obtain

μh
σ

¼ Jscd
2

2qVbiPIAsc
(2)

Figure 2a shows a plot of μh
σ as a function of the excitation flu-

ence Iex for the PM6:Y6 device. The product μhσ is rather constant
at low fluences and gradually increases with increasing Iex. Such
dependence of the carrier mobility on Iex has been evidenced
widely in amorphous and semiconducting organic materials.[37]

The steady-state space–charge-limited current (SCLC) measure-
ment for hole-only diodes yields μh¼ 6.5� 10�5 cm2 Vs�1

(Figure S6, Supporting Information), from which the absorption
cross section σ of free carriers in the PM6:Y6 device is estimated
to be 1.54� 10�15 cm2, which is in agreement with σ values
observed for other organic semiconductors.[36,38,39] It is worth
mentioning here that this SCLC mobility is not responsible
for the FF of the device measured under 1 sun illumination.
As shown in Figure 2a, the carrier mobility under illumination
comparable with 1 sun condition becomes roughly three times
larger than the plateau value at low excitation fluences. And
as shown later, even an error of factor 3 on the mobility leads
to an error of only 28meV in QFLS, which is less than 10%
of the nonradiative and radiative losses.

Figure 2b shows excess hole concentration at the OC condi-
tion, poc, as a function of excitation fluence in the PM6:Y6 device.
The excess hole density at OC is found to be 2� 1016 cm�3 under
excitation comparable with 1 sun. The linear excitation fluence
dependence of poc at low Iex indicates first-order loss in the
device.[40] In contrast, the power-dependent slope of 0.5 at Iex
above 10mW cm�2 reveals a predominant carrier loss due to
nongeminate recombination. First-order and second-order rate

Figure 2. a) μh/σ derived from the JSC and the PIASC data as described in
the main text. b) The excess hole concentration poc at the OC condition as
a function of the excitation fluence. The solid curve shows a simulated
result of a drift-diffusion simulation. The dashed lines are guides for
the eye.
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constants are approximated to be 5� 103 s�1 (Figure S7,
Supporting Information) and 1.07� 10�11 cm3s�1, respectively.
This k2 value is similar to that determined by other charge
extraction measurement techniques (Figure S8, Supporting
Information). Using this experimental recombination rate, we
also conduct drift-diffusion simulations[41] of the average excess
hole density as a function of excitation fluence under the OC con-
dition for the device. As shown in Figure 2b, the experimental
PIA result follows quite well with the simulation. The linear
poc at low intensities is due to the shunt which effectively brings
the device closer toward the SC condition. On the other hand, the
plateau of poc seen at moderate intensities is caused by photovolt-
age-induced injected carriers from the ohmic contacts; this sig-
nature can be used as an indication of ohmic (injecting) contacts.

Now with the knowledge of carrier concentration, QFLS can
be expressed as[22]

QFLS ¼ kBT ln
�
np
n2i

�
(3)

where n (p) is the excess electron (hole) concentration, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and
T is the temperature. We evaluate n2i from EQEEL, EQEPV, and k2
data (see Figures S9 and S10, Supporting Information). Under
the OC condition, by considering n¼ p¼ poc, we quantify the
QFLS. This is shown in Figure 3a along with the radiative limit
QFLSRad and qVOC of the PM6:Y6 device as a function of the exci-
tation fluence Iex. The radiative limit QFLSRad is calculated as
QFLSRad ¼ kBT lnð JSC

JRad0
Þ, where JRad0 is the dark radiative satura-

tion current. It is important to note that as PIA measurement
probes directly the excess carrier concentration in the active layer,
which is determined by the radiative and nonradiative recombi-
nation in bulk, the QFLS reflects an internal quantity of the active
layer. Meanwhile, qVOC discloses an external quantity recorded at
the external electrodes of the device. The majority carriers in the
transport layer might be captured by the interfacial trapping

centers. Moreover, when the minority carriers travel to the wrong
electrode, at the interface of the active layer and the interlayer, or
across the interlayer, there may be recombination with the major-
ity carriers; this loss is termed surface recombination. Therefore,
the QFLS sets the upper limit for qVOC that can be reached when
there are no carrier losses in the transport interlayers and at the
interfaces. We first discuss the relation between the QFLS and
the VOC in the optimum PM6:Y6 device (with the transport inter-
layers), as shown in Figure 3a. The sharp increase of qVOC in the
low Iex indicates a shunt effect.

[14] This carrier leakage results in a
discrepancy between the external VOC and the internal QFLS in
the low Iex region. In contrast, at a higher Iex region, the QFLS
and VOC experience a nearly identical excitation fluence depen-
dence. Note that neither QFLS nor VOC saturate with increasing
fluence even up to�3 suns. The equivalent QFLS and VOC imply
that there is negligible recombination inside the PEDOT:PSS
and/or PDINO transport layers and at the interfaces with the
PM6:Y6 active layer. This conclusion is further supported by
the observation of very similar excitation-fluence-dependent
PIA signals/carrier concentrations of the PM6:Y6 film and the
full device, where in the former bulk recombination plays the
most dominant role (see Figure S11, Supporting Information).
Furthermore, the behavior of each interlayer is also examined,
revealing voltage losses of about 10meV due to recombination
at each interface between the active layer and the transporting
layers under illumination equivalent to 1 sun, which is insignifi-
cant in comparison with the loss due to bulk recombination
(Figure S12, Supporting Information). As a result, the main volt-
age loss in the optimized structure stems from the recombina-
tion processes in the active layer. Under 1 sun excitation, the VOC

loss due to the radiative recombination in the active layer is
305meV [the difference between Eg determined as the inflection
point of the EQE spectrum[42,43] (see Figure S13, Supporting
Information) and the QFLSRad]. The nonradiative recombination
processes cause a further loss of 307meV in the VOC loss. These
findings are confirmed by the drift-diffusion simulations. The

Figure 3. The excitation fluence dependences of qVOC, the QFLS, and the radiative limit QFLSRad of the PM6:Y6 devices a) with and b) without
the transport interlayers at room temperature. The black solid curves are the simulation results of the QFLS and VOC data. Note that the VOC data
is obtained by the J–V scans performed under the very same excitation used in the PIA measurements, which provides the QFLS data, but not modulated.
c) Schematics showing the relation between the QFLS and the VOC in PM6:Y6 devices with and without the transport interlayers under 1 sun excitation.
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corresponding simulated VOC along with the QFLS obtained
from PIA is shown in Figure 3a, as indicted by black solid curves.
Again, note that the PIA, and hence QLFS from PIA, is limited by
the shunt at low intensities and photovoltage-induced injection
from ohmic contacts at moderate intensities. An excellent agree-
ment between the simulations and the experimental data is
obtained, not only confirming that PIA probes the average den-
sity, but also that the contacts are ohmic.

Figure 3b shows how the correlation between QFLS and VOC

changes when there are significant carrier losses at the interfa-
ces, for PM6:Y6 devices fabricated without any transport inter-
layers. For these devices, the VOC and QFLS data in the low
Iex region demonstrate that the shunt effect becomes more
severe than that in the optimum device, which is consistent with
the J–V data measured in the dark for these devices. The VOC

now suffers from 453meV loss under 1 sun condition. We attri-
bute this extra loss between the QFLS and the VOC in this device
to surface recombination occurred at the interfaces of the active
layer with ITO and Ag electrodes. The diffusion length of carriers
in 100-nm PM6:Y6 devices was recently reported to be compara-
ble with the thickness of the active layer.[44] When the transport-
ing layers which reduce the diffusion of the minority carriers
towards the wrong electrodes are removed, the long diffusion
lengths of carriers might enhance surface recombination.[45]

These results are reproduced by corresponding simulations,
shown by the solid black curves in Figure 3b, for a PM6:Y6 device
with nonohmic contacts, exhibiting considerable injection bar-
riers for holes at the anode and electrons at the cathode contacts,
respectively. The simulations confirm that, under the OC condi-
tion, this device is influenced by surface recombination taking
place at the contacts, strongly limiting the VOC.

[46] Moreover,
as the contacts are nonohmic, the signature of injected carriers
is essentially absent in the PIA. Instead, the PIA reflects the
QFLS inside the bulk across the entire intensity range.
Schematics describing the relation between the QFLS and the
VOC in devices with and without surface recombination are
shown in Figure 3c. Our results clearly point out that PEDOT:
PSS and PDINO transport materials are rather selective charge
transport layers and sufficient for the PM6:Y6 device with respect
to terminating surface recombination.

We note that our concept to identify and quantify surface
recombination and bulk recombination can be successfully
generalized to other systems, as demonstrated by a fullerene
and another nonfullerene system (see Figure S14 and S15,
Supporting Information). The methodology proposed in this
work constitutes a relatively reliable approach to investigate
the true nature of the recombination of charges, even in complex
device architectures, providing essential information about the
physics in these devices.

In addition, using this approach we quantify the nonradiative
energy loss of PM6:Y6 to be 307meV compared with 275meV,
as obtained from EQEEL (by us or reported by others).[47] The dis-
crepancy between the two values stems from the fact that in low-
offset donor acceptor systems, emissive singlet excitons strongly
contribute to the EQE of the CT states, thus falsifying the mea-
sured nonradiative efficiency. The correct quantification of the
nonradiative voltage loss in the bulk (and across the interfaces)
is critical in determining the correct VOC losses in the state-of-
the-art low-offset systems.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, quasi-steady-state PIA spectroscopy allowed us
to probe QFLS in OSCs to identify and quantify how the voltage
loss is governed in fullerene and nonfullerene OSCs. The
excitation fluence-dependent data of the QFLS and the VOC of
PM6:Y6 device reveal a negligible voltage loss due to recombina-
tion processes in and/or at the interface of the transport layers
and the electrodes. Without the transport layers, however,
453meV is lost due to surface recombination. Furthermore,
in these devices, we observe no saturation effects of the VOC

or the QFLS, excluding any thermal effects in the devices.
Our results clearly show that while the good choice of selective
transport layers minimizes surface recombination losses, the
recombination channels in the bulk are needed to be eliminated
to improve the performance of PM6:Y6 solar cells. This work
demonstrates how surface recombination losses can be unam-
biguously identified and suppressed.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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